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ABSTRACT

In magneto-inertial-fusion experiments, energy losses such as a radiation need to be well controlled in order to maximize the
compressional work done on the fuel and achieve thermonuclear conditions. One possible cause for high radiation losses is high-
Z material mixing from the target components into the fuel. In this work, we analyze the effects of mix on target performance in
Magnetized Liner Inertial Fusion (MagLIF) experiments at Sandia National Laboratories. Our results show that mix is likely pro-
duced from a variety of sources, approximately half of which originates during the laser heating phase and the remainder near
stagnation, likely from the liner deceleration. By changing the “cushion” component of MagLIF targets from Al to Be, we achieved
a 10� increase in neutron yield, a 60% increase in ion temperature, and an �50% increase in fuel energy at stagnation.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5064548

I. INTRODUCTION

The Magnetized Liner Inertial Fusion (MagLIF) concept is
an approach to inertial confinement fusion which uses a cylin-
drical implosion with a pre-imposed axial magnetic field (Bz,0),
which inhibits thermal conduction and traps fusion products,
and laser heated fusion fuel to reduce the driver power and fuel
areal density (qR) required to achieve self-heating of fusion fuel.1

Initial experimental results have demonstrated significant ther-
monuclear fusion yield [� 1012 deuterium-deuterium (DD) neu-
trons]2,3 and fuel magnetization at stagnation,4,5 proving the
viability of this approach and the efficacy of laser preheating
and pre-magnetization in achieving thermonuclear conditions.
Despite these promising results, key stagnation parameters (e.g.,
ion temperature Ti, neutron yield YDD, and stagnation pressure
Pstag) are below predictions.6 One hypothesis for reduced target
performance is that material mixing from the target compo-
nents into the fuel causes higher radiation losses. In this paper,
we specifically study the impact of mix on the performance of
MagLIF experiments. We infer an effective total mix fraction for
two different classes of experiments and analyze the contribu-
tions from various sources of mix.We show that mix introduced

into the target at the time of laser heating has a dramatic nega-
tive effect on yield and stagnation pressure, while mix intro-
duced at or near stagnation is significantly less detrimental.

In these experiments, a Be cylinder holding 60 PSI of pure
deuterium (D2) gas, shown in Fig. 1(a), is preheated using the
multi-kJ Z-Beamlet (ZBL) laser7,8 and imploded in �100ns using
the 20 MA Z machine at Sandia National Laboratories.9 Figure
1(b) shows a cross-section of the load region with the field coils
used to provide the 10T initial field oriented along the axis of the
cylinder with a rise time of�3ms.10 The ZBL laser enters the tar-
get from above. The beam is f/10 and is unsmoothed in these
experiments. The effects of beam conditioning on mix and
energy deposition are reported elsewhere.3,11 The focus of the
beam is offset such that the beam spot is �500lm on the win-
dow with an approximately square shape. In the laser heating
configuration used here, we employ a pre pulse and a main
pulse, separated by�3ns. The purpose of the pre pulse is to ion-
ize and expand the window to allow sufficient transmission of
the main pulse into the fuel. The current pulse, along with the
ZBL laser monitor signal, and x-ray pulse produced at stagnation
are shown in Fig. 1(c). A sample liner trajectory from a 1D
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calculation12,13 is shown as the cyan curve. In these experiments,
the time delay between laser heating and stagnation is 55ns.
This relatively long dwell time makes the targets particularly
sensitive tomix generated during the laser heating phase.

Figure 2(a) shows the neutron yield as a function of ion tem-
perature for a wide range of experiments. The ion temperature is
derived from the width of the neutron spectrum, measured using
neutron time of flight detectors.14 There is a clear trend showing
increasing yield with ion temperature in a manner which is con-
sistent with the DD fusion reactivity. Figure 2(b) shows the same
experiments; however, this time, the ratio of the x-ray to neutron
yield, Y�/YDD, is plotted as a function of ion temperature. Based
on the relation between mix and radiation losses, Y�/YDD can
serve as a metric for quantifying material mix into the fuel,15 and
indeed, experiments with lower temperatures and correspond-
ingly lower neutron yield show a higher value of Y�/YDD. The two
clusters of points highlighted in cyan and magenta are the focus
of this study. In the experiments represented by the cyan points,
the metal cushions, highlighted in blue in Fig. 1(a) at the top and
bottom of the target,were made of Al,while they weremade of Be
in the experiments represented by the magenta points. These
experiments were otherwise identical, employing nominally iden-
tical laser pulses, gas fills, window thickness, and target

dimensions. The metal cushions are required to mitigate the so-
called wall instability and prevent the top and bottom portions of
the liner from imploding prematurely.16 The target parameters
and performance of each of these experiments are summarized in
Table I. The Be cushion targets have �10� higher neutron yield
and �60% higher ion temperature. The x-ray to neutron yield
ratio for the Be targets is �3–5� smaller than the Al cushion tar-
gets, all of which suggests that mix from the cushions generated
during laser heating is strongly affecting the performance in these
experiments. This result was entirely unexpected, as detailed 2D
simulations did not predict any significant mix originating from
the cushion or the Laser EntranceHole (LEH) window.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II,
we analyze the data from two groups of experiments to determine
the stagnation pressure and effective mix fraction. Then,we break
down the effective mix fraction into its various constituents based
on their most likely sources. In Sec. III, we discuss the impact of
the observedmix on target performance. Finally, in Sec. IV,we dis-
cuss the results and implications for current and future work.

II. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

In order to effectively mitigate the deleterious impact of
mix, we desire to quantify how much mix is present in our

FIG. 1. (a) Illustration of the MagLIF target
used in this study. Experiments were per-
formed with Be and Al cushions,
highlighted in blue. (b) A typical MagLIF
experiment showing the final power feed
(labeled “A” and “K” for the anode and
cathode), target, laser beam, and the field
coils. (c) Overview of the evolution of a
MagLIF target. Current delivered to the
load (black), 1D liner trajectory (cyan filled
curve), laser monitor signal (red), and x-
rays produced at stagnation (blue). The
dwell time between laser heating and
stagnation is �55 ns.
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experiments and to understand its origins. To this end, the suite
of experiments were analyzed to determine the average stagna-
tion pressure and the effective mix fraction, defined as the
equivalent mix fraction assuming that all the mix is Be. The
effective mix fraction determined in this way is only sensitive to
howmuchmix is present during burn and thus does not by itself

elucidate the origins and timing of the various mix sources.
Simulations of uniform fuel mix indicate that yield degradation
worsens with increasing mix fractions, atomic number, and
duration. In other words, MagLIF performance is much more
sensitive to mix introduced during the preheat stage than it is to
mix introduced near stagnation.6

In Z experiments, the ion temperature, stagnation volume,
and burn time are measured using neutron time of flight detec-
tors, self-emission imaging, and x-ray power detectors, respec-
tively. Examples of typical self-emission images obtained using a
spherical crystal imager are shown in Fig. 3, where (a) and (b)
correspond to Al cushion experiments and (c) and (d) corre-
spond to Be cushion experiments. The imagers were configured
slightly differently in each case, accounting for the different
noise levels on each experiment. Additionally, on shot z2839,
there was a strip of plastic used to block a portion of the emis-
sion to create a spatial fiducial for alignment purposes [area
between the dashed lines in Fig. 3(c)]. Although there are shot to
shot variations, we do not see obvious qualitative differences in
the morphology of the stagnation columns in these images, with
each exhibiting the helical structure characteristic of these
magnetized implosions.17,18 Further analysis reveals similar aver-
age radii and total column lengths in each case (<610%), indi-
cating that the compressional work done on the fuel is
approximately the same. We define a volume using the contour
enclosing 85% of the emission and assume that each axial posi-
tion is cylindrically symmetric (see Table I).

The above hotspot metrics can be incorporated with a
model for the x-ray and neutron emission to infer the pressure
and mix fraction. We write the energy dependent radiation
power followingMa et al.15 and Epstein et al.19 as

P� ¼ 4pe�s‘�

ð
VHS

hZigFF

X
i

fijidV: (1)

FIG. 2. (a) Plot of measured DD neutron yield vs. ion temperature inferred using
neutron time of flight detectors. Cyan points are those experiments that had Al
cushions, and magenta points are those that had Be cushions. Grey points are
other experiments for reference. The dashed grey lines are proportional to the DD
fusion reactivity. (b) Plot of x-ray to neutron yield ratio vs. ion temperature.

TABLE I. Table summarizing the configuration and performance of the experiments
discussed in this paper. Each shot is identified by its shot number and the cushion
material. The preheat energy (EPH) is split into the energy output by ZBL in the pre-
pulse and the main pulse. The DD neutron yield (YDD) is measured using activation
detectors. The x-ray yield (Y�) is measured using filtered PCDs. The ion temperature
(Ti) is measured by using the neutron time of flight detectors. The hotspot volume
(VHS) is measured using a time integrated, monochromatic x-ray imaging system.
The fuel pressure (PHS) and effective mix fraction (feff) are described in the text.

Z Shot #
Cushion
material

EPH YDD (620%) Y� Ti VHS PHS feff
[kJ] �1012 [J] [keV] [cm3] [Gbar] [%]

z2707 Al 0.3 þ 1.8 0.3 3.1 1.5 0:8� 10�4 0.51 16.3
z2708 Al 0.4 þ 2.3 0.2 3.2 1.3 1:1� 10�4 0.55 21.2
z2758 Al 0.4 þ 1.8 0.3 6.1 1.6 1:0� 10�4 0.59 21.0
z2985 Al 0.6 þ 2.1 0.2 1.8 1.4 0:8� 10�4 0.54 17.0
z2839 Be 0.4 þ 2.3 3.2 13.5 2.3 1:2� 10�4 0.78 7.3
z2977 Be 0.4 þ 2 3.0 9.7 2.5 0:9� 10�4 0.75 5.8
z2979 Be 0.3 þ 1.8 1.7 4.3 2.2 1:0� 10�4 0.68 4.9

FIG. 3. Spherical crystal image from z2707 (a) and z2985 (b), Al cushion experi-
ments, and z2839 (c) and z2979 (d), Be cushion experiments. White contours indi-
cate the 10%, 20%, and 40% intensity levels. The dim region denoted by the
dashed white lines in (c) is caused by a fiducial placed in the path of the image.
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Here, the integral is over the fuel volume, s‘� is the liner
opacity, gFF is the free-free gaunt factor,19 hZi is the average
charge state of the fuel, and fi and ji are the fraction and
emissivity of each species in the fuel, respectively. The emis-
sivity is the sum of the free-free and free-bound contribu-
tions, which can be expressed as

jffi ¼ Aff
n2
i Z

2
i

T1=2
e

e�h�=Te ; (2)

jfbi ¼ Afb
n2
i Z

4
i

T3=2
e

eRyZ
2
i =Tee�h�=Te ; (3)

where Aff ¼ 2� 10�32 W cm3 eV�1=2 is the free-free emission
coefficient, Afb ¼ 4� 10�31 W cm3 eV1=2 is the free-bound emis-
sion coefficient, Ry ¼ 13.6eV is the Rydberg constant, and Te is
the plasma electron temperature. Using an ideal-gas equation of
state and assuming an isobaric hotspot, we replace the fuel den-
sity in favor of the pressure PHS, which is then removed from the
volume integral. This gives

P� ¼ Aff4pP2
HSe

�s‘�

ð
VHS

hZigFF

ð1þ hZiÞ2
X
i

fi~ji
e�h�=Te

T5=2
e

dV; (4)

where ~ji � ji=jD ¼ Z2
i þ ðAfb=AffÞðZ4

i =TeÞeRyZ
2
i =Te . The total x-ray

emission is obtained by multiplying Eq. (4) by the spectral
response of the Photoconducting Diamond (PCD) detector and
filters used in the experiment and integrating over time and
photon energy.

Following the same method, the neutron emission is
described by the following expression:

YDD ¼
1
2
P2
HSsb

ð
VHS

hrviDD
ð1þ hZiÞ2T2

i

dV; (5)

where sb is the burn duration (measured using x-rays) and
hrviDD is the DD fusion reactivity.20 By assuming that the ion
and electron temperatures are equal and assuming a radial tem-
perature dependence as described by McBride and Slutz,12 we
can determine the stagnation pressure and mix fraction that
best fits the observed neutron and x-ray emission, given the
measurements of Ti, volume, and burn duration as inputs. The

results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 4 and are tabulated in
the final two columns of Table I as PHS and feff.

There is a clear distinction between these two classes of
experiments, where a high effective mix fraction is correlated with
a lower stagnation pressure. Furthermore, we can calculate the
internal energy of the fuel at stagnation assuming Ef ¼ 3

2PHSVHS.
The Al cushion experiments have Ef � 7.6kJ, while the Be cushion
experiments have Ef� 11.4kJ, an�50% increase in fuel energy.

Because each experiment used the same target geometry,
laser pulse shape, current drive, and LEH window, we can
approximately reconstruct the quantities of mix from the vari-
ous potential sources. Following Slutz et al.,6 we assume that the
radiative losses are proportional to Z3. Additionally, we consider
three main sources of mix for our experiments: the LEHwindow,
the top cushion, and the deceleration-phase liner mix. With
these considerations,we obtain the following relations:

fBeeffZ
3
Be ¼ fW�Z3

poly þ fBeC Z3
Be þ fDZ3

Be; (6)

fAleffZ
3
Be ¼ fW�Z3

poly þ fAlC Z3
Al þ fDZ3

Be: (7)

Let us comment on the terms appearing in the equations
above. The effective mix fraction fBe=Aleff is the mix fraction
obtained when assuming fully ionized Be and represents the
total mix from all sources present at stagnation. Here, the
superscripts denote the effective mix fractions for the experi-
ments with Be cushions and Al cushions, respectively. Note that
fBe=Aleff is obtained by using Eqs. (1)–(5) together with the experi-
mental measurements for the ion temperature Ti, x-ray yield Y�,
and DD neutron yield YDD.

The first terms on the right-hand side of Eqs. (6) and (7) rep-
resent the mix introduced by the window. The window mix is
assumed to originate prior to stagnation due to the laser heating
and is composed of fully ionized polyimide C22H10N2O5, which
results in an average ionization of �Zpoly ¼ 6 for each of the 39 ions
per molecule when a Z3 weighting is used. We can approximate
the amount of windowmaterial injected into the fuel by consider-
ing the initial geometry of the window and the laser spot size.
Assuming a square spot size of 0.5mm and using the initial thick-
ness of the window (1.77lm),we find that�1015 windowmolecules
are mixed into the fuel, resulting in �4� 1016 ions. Using the
inferred stagnation pressure and the measured volume and tem-
perature, we can estimate the number of fuel ions participating in
stagnation (�8� 1018), giving awindowmix fraction of fW ’ 0:5%.

Regarding the second and last terms on the right-hand side
of Eqs. (6) and (7), fBe=AlC denotes the mix fraction introduced by
the Be or Al cushions, respectively. Similarly, as for the window
mix, cushion mix originates prior to stagnation due to the laser
heating. Upon assuming that the samemass of cushionmaterial is
ablated into the fuel during the preheat stage, one can relate the
Be and Al cushion mix fractions: fAlC ¼ 1

3 f
Be
C . Finally, the last terms

in Eqs. (6) and (7) represent the deceleration phase mix intro-
duced into the fuel at or near stagnation as the heavy liner decel-
erates on the hot fuel. This mix is mainly composed of Be. For our
analysis, we assume that all sources of mix are uniformly distrib-
uted in the hotspot by stagnationwhen our observations occur.

With the above considerations, Eqs. (6) and (7) are fully
determined. Solving the equations leads to a Be cushion mixFIG. 4. Volume averaged hotspot pressure vs. effective mix fraction.
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fraction of fBeC ¼ 1:7%, an Al cushion mix fraction of fAlC ¼ 0:58%,
and a deceleration mix fraction of fD ¼ 2.4%. These cushion and
liner mix fractions correspond to a layer of Be of only �90nm
and �15nm, respectively. The analysis above hinges on several
assumptions, which could potentially be violated. First, we
assumed that the mass of Al is equal to the mass of Be ablated
from the cushions. This assumption wasmotivated by a desire to
conserve the kinetic energy of the ablated material. It is worth
mentioning that we could have assumed that the same volume
of material is ablated from the cushions so that fAlC ¼ 1

2 f
Be
C .

Second, in our analysis, we determined the windowmix fraction
by considering all the plastic molecules contained within the
laser spot. It is a possibility that this is a conservative estimate,
as laser heating experiments with the unconditioned beam
show that the blast wave is much larger than the laser spot size,
implying that the laser could be interacting over a larger area.11

Alternatively, one might expect that some of the window mate-
rial is ablated out of the fuel, making the previous assumption
pessimistic. To assess this, we varied by 650% the number
of window ions mixed in. Taken together, these variations
imply fW ’ 0:560:2%; fBeC ¼ 1:4560:3%; fAlC ¼ 0:5760:05%, and
fD¼ 2.660.6%.

III. EFFECT OF MIX ON PERFORMANCE

It is apparent from this analysis that just under half of the
mix present during burn is sourced from non-imploding por-
tions of the target, namely, the window and the cushion. Mix
from these sources must be introduced prior to stagnation as
the rising pressure during the implosion would tend to other-
wise force material from these components outward. In light of
these results, we now believe that the laser heating phase is
responsible for the generation and subsequent transport of this
material into the fuel. In fact, data from experiments where
coatings were placed on the window or the top cushion show x-
ray line emission in the upper portion of the stagnation column,
proving the presence of mix from these components during
burn.3 This study puts constraints on how much material is pre-
sent, the accuracy of which would be improved if the compo-
nents of interest could be volumetrically doped, instead of
coated.

Because the window is solid density plastic, a substantial
fraction of the laser energy (�50%) is invested into disassem-
bling the window. Additionally, the upper portion of the gas
must be heated first before the laser can penetrate deeper into
the column. Both of these effects lead to the production of a
blast wave in the region underneath the window, which has a
net flow both radially outward and axially downward. This pro-
cess could entrain window and cushion material in the flow,
mixing it into the fuel. Furthermore, as the blast wave exits the
bottom of the cushion and expands into the larger cavity defined
by the liner wall, it can scrape the material from the cushion and
transport it into the fuel region. Additionally, the laser configu-
ration used in these experiments is strongly susceptible to laser
plasma instabilities,11 such as strong filamentation and scatter-
ing. This could cause direct ablation of the material from the
cushion, which would then be transported into the fuel by
the blast wave. Since the cushion is a smaller diameter than the

liner, it acts as a sort of collimator for these effects. Therefore,
even though we expect that the laser could directly interact
with the cushion, it is unlikely to do sowith the liner itself.

It is worth mentioning that the above inferred mix fractions
imply much more yield degradation than observed if they are
present and uniformly distributed at the time of preheat. Figure
5(a) from the study by Slutz et al. shows the yield degradation
from a series of 1D calculations with various mix fractions of
different elements.6 Looking at the case of 1.5% Be, we
see approximately �5� degradation compared to the clean
case. Alternatively, for 0.5% Al, the 1D calculations predict
� 100� degradation, which is inconsistent with the observation
of a factor of 10� between the Be and Al cushion cases. This sug-
gests several possibilities. First, although the mix is generated
during the laser heating phase, it is not widely distributed until
later, when it becomes more thoroughly mixed. Second, the
material may never become fully mixed and may be more het-
erogeneously distributed. In fact, the spectroscopic evidence
reported in Ref. 3 shows that window mix is confined to the
upper �3mm of the stagnation column. This observation logi-
cally extends to the cushion mix as well.

Nevertheless, we can ask the question: what yield might we
expect according to the existing observations if the cushions
were coated with a layer of D2 ice? This case represents the least
detrimental element that could be mixed into the fuel. Although
the measured yield degradation as a function of the impurity
fraction does not correspond to the values reported in Ref. 6, we
assume that the trend is reasonable.We find that the calculated
yield degradation is well approximated as an exponential, giving

Yi

YBe
¼ A exp ð�axiÞ: (8)

Here, xi ¼ ðfiZ3
i Þ=ðfBeZ3

BeÞ is the Z-weighted mix fraction relative
to that of Be, assumed to be our baseline case. Using this model
for yield degradation, we extrapolate to the performance of a
deuterium “mixed” target for each of the assumed cases in Sec.
II (i.e., cushion mix mass or volume is conserved when the mate-
rial changes).

FIG. 5. Yield degradation results by assuming equal mixed mass from cushions
(blue), equal mixed volume from cushions (pink), and total effective mix fraction
(purple). For the total effective mix case, xD ¼ 1� 10�3 instead of 0 to be visible
on a log scale.
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First, we determine the xi for the assumption of conserved
mix mass and conserved mix volume. In both cases, xBe � 1 by
construction. YAl/YBe ¼ 0.1, and we find that xAl � 11 when we
assume equal masses of Be and Al cushion mix and xAl� 17 when
we assume that equal volumes of material are mixed. Replacing
the mixed material with deuterium gives xD¼0.07 and xD
¼0.006 for equal mass and equal volume, respectively. Plugging
this information into Eq. (8), we find that YD=YBe ¼ 1:15� 1:25.
This says that mitigating the cushion mix alone provides only an
�20% improvement compared to the Be cushion case. This also
implies that the change from Al to Be cushions has already
nearly maximized our expected performance gains from miti-
gating cushionmix.

Alternatively, we can use the effective total mix fractions
determined in Sec. II (fBeeff � 6% and fAleff � 19%) and ask what the
yield would be if we removed all sources of mix. This estimate
attempts to account for the degradation caused by all of the
sources of mix, not just that of the cushion. In this scenario, xBe
¼ 1, xAl ¼ 3.1, and xD ¼ 0. This results in a more substantial
improvement of 2.9� over the Be cushion case. These results
are summarized in Fig. 5. This analysis is likely to be an upper
bound to the potential improvement, as it uses as its basis a
model that assumes uniform mix at the time of preheat and as
stated we see evidence in the data that the window and liner
mix are not uniformly distributed.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have conclusively demonstrated that mix from the
cushions in MagLIF experiments can dramatically degrade tar-
get performance and that reducing the atomic number of this
source of impurities significantly improves performance. In the
series of experiments discussed, changing the cushions from Al
to Be resulted in a 10� increase in neutron yield, an �50%
increase in the hotspot energy, and an �60% increase in the
measured ion temperature. Further analysis of these experi-
ments revealed that at stagnation, in the higher performing
case, the hotspot is composed approximately of �0.5% window
material, �1.5% Be cushion material, and �2.6% liner material.
Before these observations, it was not expected that the cushions
or window would be a significant source of mix, but these com-
ponents are shown to account for almost half of the observed
mix at stagnation, the remainder likely coming from the liner.

It is shown based on extrapolation of the available data
using a model motivated by detailed physics calculations that
the remaining Be cushion mix is likely a small perturbation on
the target performance. Attempting to account for the total mix
observed in the targets shows that, in the experimental configu-
ration presented here, there may be a factor of �2.9� in yield to
be gained by eliminating mix entirely, which is likely an upper
bound.

These results lead to the exclusive use of Be fuel-facing
components in subsequent MagLIF experiments. Additionally,
significant effort has gone into optimizing the laser heating pro-
tocol to simultaneously minimize window mix and increase the
energy deposited into the fuel,3,11 resulting in enhanced perfor-
mance. The results shown here represent a volume averaged
analysis. However, the stagnation parameters and distribution of

mix are unlikely to be uniform. Future work will be focused on
understanding these spatial variations to elucidate the impact of
non-uniform mix and the role of the stagnation morphology in
determining performance.
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